Tariff Industry Assistance (Advertisement) Notice No. 1988/29-continued

Tariff Item Description of Goods

and optional counterweights
(b) Buckets having an S.A.E. rated capacity below 1.53 M3
(c) Backhoe loaders, whether or not assembled, consisting of a tractor base or wheel loader base, two wheel drive, four wheel drive or crawler type, front or rear wheel steer, pivot steer or skid steer complete with backhoe (digger) Mounted in any position whether capable of side shift or not, with king post, swing mechanism, with or without bucket, boom assembly (boom linkage) and hydraulic cylinders having a boom swing travel of less than 360 degrees (commonly referred to as a TLB Tractor Loader Backhoe or Backhoe Loader)
(d) Tractor mounted backhoe (diggers) and skid steer base mounted backhoe whether or not assembled, two or four wheel drive, front or rear steer, pivot steer or skid steer complete with backhoe (digger) mounted in any position whether capable of side shift or not, with king post, swing mechanism having a boom swing travel of less than 360 degrees
(e) Four wheel drive, skid steer front end loaders (commonly known as Bobcat Loaders)
(f) Rubber tracted loader with a lifting capacity up to 1000 kgs
8429.51.00 Wheeled front end loaders with a static tipping load in full turn capacity exceeding 16,000 kg, as may be approved, viz; Caterpillar models No.s 992C, 998B, 980C

CURRENT APPROVAL

Elevating or stacking trucks (eg, forklift trucks), parts of, when declared;
(1) by a manufacturer for use by him, only in making such trucks; or
(2) by an importer or manufacturer for use by him, only in the repair of such trucks;
EXCLUDING:
Axle shafts
Battery containers and battery plates
Brake cables and brake drums
Bushes and bearings
Chassis
Counterweight
Decals
Electric controllers
Exhaust systems
Floor mats
Fuel tanks
Horns
Lamp bulbs
Parts of general use
Pneumatic tyres
Radiators
Rubber pedal mats
Wiring looms
NOTE: All parts must be entered under substantive item, but will be admitted under the above concession

REQUESTED APPROVAL

Component parts for the manufacture of elevating or stacking trucks (not being Rule 2A machines) and/or catalogued spare parts for the repair of such machines; EXCLUDING:
Axle shafts
Battery containers and battery plates
Brake cables and brake drums
Bushes and bearings
Chassis
Counterweight
Decals
Electric controllers
Exhaust systems
Floor mats
Fuel tanks
Horns
Lamp bulbs
Parts of general use
Pneumatic tyres
Radiators
Rubber pedal mats
Wiring looms
This list of exclusions applies to component and spare parts. All parts must be entered under their substantive Tariff Item but will be admitted under the above concession

8431.49.19 Hiab and Palfinger hydraulic truck mounted crane components, other than parts for general use and/or catalogued spare parts for the repair of such machines. This concession to apply irrespective of tariff

Name and Address of Applicant
Comptroller of Customs
PO Box 2218
WELLINGTON
Hydraulic Machinery Co NZ Ltd
PO Box 225
MATAMATA
Collector of Customs
PO Box 2218
WELLINGTON